PREPARATORY SCHOOL NUMERALS

It has been observed that many freshmen are still wearing the insignia and emblems of their preparatory-school institutions, and even upperclassmen have been guilty of this indiscretion. The attention of these men is called to the fact that the exhibition of insignia of other schools or institutions should not be practiced at any time, with any institutional consciousness whatsoever.

The glories of past scholastic days lose their halo when the recipient enters the portals of another institution, and it takes a degree of tragic exaggeration to continue to flaunt them, as customary to put away childish things, once age is left behind.

That should be sufficient for these who are still living in the past. Much might be written deploring the general lack of stick-at-it-ness on the part of their predecessors. Whether the man broke all public demeanor and went a la Marquis de Sade and climbed in the window remnants to be found out. Perhaps the Fitchburg Slaves could give some information. Anyway the man got back into his room in some manner.

The co-eds are most secret in their basketball play. They refuse to let the Sporting Editor of THE TECH know where they hold leurs in all their glory. They need not fear any information reaching them. The Sporting Editor has no idea of it, out of its way to watch them. It makes them feel more important, too.

The Cambridge water is getting back to its normal impartial state. Throughout most of the winter it was really fantastic. With the coming of the spring, the activity of the inhabitants of our sparkling lake has been increased to such an extent, and so numerous have been the adventures of these protagonists almost enough to amount to bell the water.

Play Directory

COLONIAL: "Ed Balls." Eddie Corbett, play director.

COLEY: "The Torch Bearers" Directed by E. L. B. Moulton.


ADMIRAL: "The Test of the President." Directed by Frank F. Woolley.


The men who have initiated and are back of the General Studies are indeed in a sad oration. From literature to biology much can be found in them that themselves as a machine. The General Studies offer a diversified arraying themselves as a man for the lazier course of treating them-ism and narrowness into the light of a fuller social consciousness, personalites.

One specific instance is known of a General Study changing plan, this idea up in the air. The general lack of stick-at-it-ness on the part of their predecessors. Whether the man broke all public demeanor and went a la Marquis de Sade and climbed in the window remnants to be found out. Perhaps the Fitchburg Slaves could give some information. Anyway the man got back into his room in some manner.

The co-eds are most secret in their basketball play. They refuse to let the Sporting Editor of THE TECH know where they hold leurs in all their glory. They need not fear any information reaching them. The Sporting Editor has no idea of it, out of its way to watch them. It makes them feel more important, too.

The Cambridge water is getting back to its normal impartial state. Throughout most of the winter it was really fantastic. With the coming of the spring, the activity of the inhabitants of our sparkling lake has been increased to such an extent, and so numerous have been the adventures of these protagonists almost enough to amount to bell the water.
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